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16/03/2013       …………………. 
Attention: Dr Carl-Magnus Larsson    ……………….. 
Chief Executive Officer      ……………………….    .                          
ARPANSA       …………………………… .                                    

 

Dear Dr Larsson, I would like to thank you for taking the time to respond to my recent letter (sent 
17/12/2012). Whilst I find ARPANSA’s commitment to look further into the dangers of wireless RF as 
commendable, the statement in your most recently published fact sheet 14 that “Overall, the evidence 

suggests that the radiofrequency (RF) electromagnetic energy (EME) emissions of mobile 
phone handsets are not harmful to the user" is of genuine concern and I hope that you would 
consider rephrasing it especially if ARPANSA adheres to a code of ethics that is based on responsible 
science. There is no scientific basis for making such a statement especially if one considers the mounting 
evidence that is in direct opposition to it. It would appear that ARPANSA has not taken into consideration 
the IARC/WHO announcement in 2011 that RF EMR is a group 2B carcinogen (the announcement was 
deliberately designed to cover all types of wireless emissions). There is also a credible explanation of why 
such a statement is no longer valid and is provided in the 2012 Bioinitiative Report. Care needs to be 
taken when making such a public statement without due consideration for all available evidence as this 
could be seen as taking part in fraudulent misrepresentation and making false statements under 
Commonwealth Law. Of course the primary purpose of this letter is to inform you how very disappointed I 
was with the lightweight response I received from you to my letter I sent on December 2012. Your 
response letter only skirted around the periphery of my concerns and did not address any of the 
questions I provided in a separate question sheet. You may not be aware of this, but I spent a 
considerable amount of time researching and crafting my letter (over 6 months). I deliberately created a 
separate question sheet in order to have key questions answered, questions the public has a right to have 
answers to. Yet to my disbelief, no attempt was made to directly answer any of the questions posed. I 
would very much appreciate this time around if you or your organisation could take the time to provide a 
written response that answers each and every question that I am including (again) with this letter.  

You mention “It is the view of ARPANSA, consistent with that of the World Health Organisation and of 
health authorities in most countries around the world, that the existing exposure limits are suitable for 
providing protection from any established adverse health effects of exposure to RF EMR.” This 
statement is starting to wear very thin and is at odds with the IARC/WHO announcement in May 2011 
that RF EMR is a group 2B carcinogen. There are sworn court statements and affidavits by independent 
and prominent epidemiologists, physicians, and physicists such as David Carpenter, Magda Havas, Barrie 
Trower, Olle Johansson, to name a few who would also claim such a statement is incorrect. The above 
statement is also at odds with the health services officer of the county of Santa Cruz who viewed the 
relationship of AMI technology to existing usage of wireless devices in an entirely different light to that of 
ARPANSA and Victoria’s Department of Primary Industries (DPI). Dr Namkung stated ‘Additionally, 
exposure is additive and consumers may have already increased their exposures to radiofrequency 
radiation in the home through the voluntary use of wireless devices such as cell and cordless phones, 
personal digital assistants (PDAs), routers for internet access, home security systems, wireless baby 
surveillance (baby monitors) and other emerging devices. It would be impossible to know how close a 
consumer might be to their limit, making safety an uncertainty with the installation of a mandatory Smart 
Meter’. In her concluding remarks she stated ‘there is no scientific data to determine if there is a safe RF 
exposure level regarding its non-thermal effects’ (Namkung, 2012). Another interesting point to note is 
that India, whose RF guidelines were originally adopted based on the ICNIRP 1998 Guidelines like 
Australia, has recently (September 2012) revised their standards to be 90% lower than what they had 
been previously. Would you care to explain why they would make such a deep cut if the ICNIRP guidelines 
are considered safe? Would you also care to explain why countries like Russia and China have RF 
standards far more conservative than our own? 

The WHO, particularly the EMF project, has a very close working relationship with ICNIRP whose 
guidelines were used as the foundation to create Australia’s current RF standards. The late Dr Neil Cherry 
in 1999 wrote a report called “CRITICISM OF THE PROPOSAL TO ADOPT THE ICNIRP GUIDELINES FOR 
CELLSITES IN NEW ZEALAND”. [1] In this report Dr Cherry stated “The ICNIRP assessment of effects, 
ICNIRP (1998) has been reviewed and found to be seriously and fatally flawed, with a consistent pattern of 
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bias, major mistakes, omissions and deliberate misrepresentations. Adopting it fails to protect public 
health from known potential and actual health effects and hence is unlawful according to the 
requirements of the Resource Management Act. Public health protection should be the objective of this 
process and this should be based on the identification of the Lowest Observed Adverse Effect Level, 
(LOAEL) and a reasonable safety factor to take into account the uncertainties and vulnerable members of 
the community.”   

You mention that it appears I may have misunderstood the “basis and intention of our standards”. There 
is certainly no misunderstanding on my part. When we take a closer look at basic restrictions Table 2 on 
page 7 and the “surrogate parameters” or reference levels, Table 7 page 12 both clearly say for 
frequencies between 100KHz and 6 GHz (for measurement of SAR) and 100Khz to 10GHz (for the 
measurement of RMS) it clearly says measurements should be averaged over any six minute period. Yes, a 
device could be tested for days but any 6 minute window can be used to verify compliance. Additionally, 
our laws do not permit testing on humans so how do you validate your claim that the basic restrictions 
and/or reference levels are safe and support lifetime exposures and how do you actually test thermal 
increases given this limitation? Can you also explain why only 6 minutes and not shorter or longer 
durations? How do these 6 minute measurements map back to long term exposures? What consideration 
is made for children whose bodies are smaller and so SAR is likely to be higher? Where can I find the 
independent studies and reports that validate your claim that the standards provide protection against 
long term chronic exposures? Where is the data that adequately covers typical home scenarios where 
occupants are exposed to RF from multiple sources simultaneously such as mobile/smart phones, cordless 
digital phones, digital baby monitors, smart meters, mobile phone towers, AM and FM radio waves, 
wireless routers, computers and other blue tooth/wireless devices? Our standards do not appear to be 
complete because they only consider one half of the picture (they consider thermal interactions only).  

You then went on to say “…those occurring at the lowest exposure level are those that can be attributed 
to heating of the tissue from the disposition of RF energy as heat…This is not to say that many other 
harmful effects do not occur at higher exposure levels or in other frequency ranges.” What about lower 
exposure levels and what about non-thermal interactions?  It would appear that ARPANSA is still very 
much holding fast to the idea that microwaves can only damage cells through thermal effects despite the 
fact that there is a huge body of evidence that is increasing year on year that says otherwise. You have 
not made any effort to refute my claims that microwaves have been reported to have deleterious effects 
to cells below the thermal threshold via-non thermal interactions. You also indicate that “the standard 
takes into account all known effects of on-going microwave exposure”, yet I see no mention of non-
thermal effects in your letter despite the fact that our RF standards in many places hint that non 
thermal/athermal effects may exist. I do note that our RF standards say “In summary, it would appear 
that although non-thermal effects or mechanisms cannot be ruled out, the evidence for them is 
inconsistent and further confirmatory studies need to be carried out [page 101]. How many studies do you 
need to see before ARPANSA will act, especially if you consider that there are at least 46 studies that I 
mentioned in my critical review document I sent with my December 2012 letter that showed DNA breaks 
occur below the thermal threshold and were repeatable?  

The ICNIRP, in relation to non-thermal effects, ‘prejudices rejection of such effects on the basis either that 

they are artefacts, or because there is (in their view) no established theory of the effects, which, in any 

case, already appear to violate common sense; for example, they typically become more pronounced as 

the intensity of the microwaves is reduced!’  In my previous letter I cited an example where the effect of 

microwaves were shown to have a more pronounced impact on reducing the integrity of the blood-brain 

barrier as the intensity of the microwaves is reduced. ‘Such counter-intuitive behaviour reflects the non-

linear nature of the effects, which depend not only on the external electromagnetic to which the living 

organism exposed, but also on the state of the organism. Invariably, the most negative possible ‘spin’ is 

put on these non-thermal effects, and they are often dismissed as ‘false positives’, because acceptance of 

them would entail the conclusion that the technology is potentially less than safe – a market unfriendly 

situation; by contrast, the better understood heating effect of MWR does not pose the same threat to 

health, since permitted exposure levels are restricted by the Safety Guidelines precisely to ensure that the 

technology is at least thermally safe!’ [2] 
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Other concerns I have relate to you failing to provide a response that addresses the WHO/IARC 
announcement in 2011 that RF EMR (microwaves) are a group 2B carcinogen.  Nor did you adequately 
explain what research ARPANSA does to verify or offer counter claims against research findings made by 
independent scientists that clearly show mobile phone RF emissions can cause DNA breaks after several 
hours of continuous exposure. Once again I have to ask the question (which you did not previously 
answer), does ARPANSA actually conduct any research on microwaves itself or does it simply sit on the 
fence and wait to be advised by international bodies such as WHO, ICNIRP or IEEE who appear to be 
blinkered and refuse to consider the multitude of research that shows microwaves are not limited to 
thermal effects but also exhibit non thermal effects that include genotoxic events? Instead, these 
international bodies and the telecommunications industry require proof that microwaves have non-
thermal effects before they will consider them. This is of course at odds with ARPANSA’s statement on 
page 80 of the standards that says “Scientific studies are designed not to give ‘proof’, but are designed 
to disapprove or ‘falsify’ the current hypothesis or accepted viewpoint on an issue”. There is a huge body 
of evidence with the likes of the Bioinitiative report (2007) reviewing more than 2000 papers that showed 
effects and the more recent updated version of the same report in 2012 which reviewed a further 1800 
papers showing effects! How many more does ARPANSA need to see before they will acknowledge that 
the standard view may not be correct? It would appear that most of the information of public interest, 
including the vast volume of independent scientific evidence attesting to serious potential that EMF-RF 
radiation has on human health, is withheld or intentionally misrepresented. As I mentioned in my letter 
previously, this is not the first time mainstream science has got it wrong – refer to the handling of 
Smoking, Asbestos, Agent Orange and Thalidomide etc. If we do not learn from our past mistakes we are 
doomed to repeat them and a lot of people will have to suffer unnecessarily.  

You have not acknowledged the discrepancies and flaws that I have identified in your “fact sheet” and 
website i.e. your website says the standard provides protection against non-thermal effects - “ARPANSA 
Radiation Protection Standard Maximum Exposure Levels to Radiofrequency Fields – 3 kHz to 300 GHz 
Standard also sets limits for pulsed radiation that are intended to eliminate possible effects where 
heating is not evident (non-thermal effects).” while fact sheet 13 for mobiles says “Some research has 
indicated that non-thermal effects resulting from low-level RF exposure may also occur. However, the 
existence of these effects and their implications has not been sufficiently established to allow for them 
in the Standard.” Nor have I seen anything in any of the existing facts sheets on mobile phone safety that 
reference the interphone study clearly saying that heaviest users of mobile phones from the Interphone 
study are regular users by today’s standards. People need to be informed with clear and concise facts 
instead of playing upon people’s perceptions using misleading language (heaviest users in early 2000 are 
regular users by today’s standards – people need to know this when they weigh up the risks).  

You also have not addressed my concerns that ARPANSA’s RF standards do not provide any protection to 
sensitive people. It would appear that we do not exist in ARPANSA’s eyes – it must be psychological or 
something else environmental that is the cause – of course such statements that are being made by 
others is disingenuous to sensitive people who know very obviously what the cause is.  

I do however appreciate your sensible suggestion to seek professional medical advice regarding the 
health issues that I have been claiming to experience as a direct result of smart meter emissions. But 
therein lies the problem. The medical profession as a whole is inadequately trained to deal with this issue. 
Neither the AMA nor AMC (Australian medical association and council respectively) showed 
understanding of what some people call “Microwave Syndrome” or EHS when contacted. They are guided 
by organisations such as yours who advise that EHS is not a recognised syndrome and that EMR in our 
environment which is shown to be within the RF guidelines advised by our RF standards are safe. I have 
been to the doctors numerous times and they are at a loss to explain or offer suitable treatments for my 
symptoms. Initial consultation with my local doctor resulted in him making a diagnosis that I was simply 
suffering a migraine possibly due to stress being a possible cause. Medication containing ibuprofen was 
then suggested but taking said medication offered no real solution to the symptoms or the cause. Only 
after repeated visits to the same doctor and because my condition was not improving I was referred to a 
neurologist, who by the way indicated he did not understand the technology (wireless) and so could not 
provide any medical opinions on this topic. He also indicated that he has never heard of what I am saying 
regarding wireless effects and said if it is true then I am pretty well and truly stuffed because the amount 
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of wireless in our environment is only going to increase. All he could do was offer evidence that I did not 
have a brain tumour by suggesting I have an EEG and an MRI. Both of course came back with negative 
results. I am at a loss as to whom I should now be seeing. I feel I am going around in circles here with 
nobody including ARPANSA, AMA, Victorian Health Department or the Victorian Chief Health Officer 
willing to investigate my claims. It is also interesting to note that the symptoms I am claiming are very 
clearly described by the WHO (but they refuse to link it to EMF) and also fits very neatly with the 
symptoms associated with “microwave sickness”. Of course, through my own experiences, such as a 
recent trip overseas and a camping trip to a location interstate far away from RF emissions, has proven to 
me what the cause is. It is without a doubt that my symptoms are directly related to RF emissions 
occurring within my environment that is setting me off. It would also appear I am not the only one 
suffering these so called “non-specific” effects. I would like an informed opinion from the so called 
experts at ARPANSA as to why people such as myself and those whose stories I have include below are 
suffering what appears to be EMR health related issues. 

You will find immediately below evidence of other people claiming pretty much the same symptoms as 
me:  

http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2013/01/15/i-burst-into-tears-because-i-cant-sleep/  

http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/11/18/i-have-been-suffering-from-severe-headaches-at-night/   

http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/10/19/the-same-health-issues-experienced-by-others-is-happening-to-me/   

http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/10/10/former-smart-meter-installer-suffers-from-electro-hypersensitivity-
ehs/   

http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/08/23/i-honestly-thought-the-concern-about-smart-meters-was-over-rated/   

http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/06/29/i-am-now-getting-pulsating-headaches-at-night/  

http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/06/04/i-wake-up-with-headaches-every-single-morning/   

http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/03/27/headaches-severe-head-pressure-palpitations-insomnia/   

http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/01/24/i-wake-up-with-headaches-every-morning/   

http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2013/03/03/what-is-it-about-smart-meters-that-i-believe-is-making-me-very-sick-
with-headaches-and-nausea/  

This sample only represents the people who knew what the source of their symptoms was and have made 
a conscious decision to write on the subject as a topic on the www.stopsmartmeters.com web site. There 
are countless other examples in the stopsmartmeters forum and in response to these topics. How many 
people are suffering similar effects but have no idea that smart meters are the source? We are seeing a 
consistent and repetitive pattern here so I don’t think it is reasonable to dismiss this issue offhandedly as 
some people in our Government are doing. I have included a recent ruling made in Melbourne at the 
Administrative Appeals Tribunal in regards to a compensation case that validates the existence of EHS. 
You may want to consider this in relation to your ongoing research and investigations. 

I stand by my claim that ARPANSA is hobbled by vested interests particularly when your website used 
materials provided by ACRBR to challenge the validity of the original Bioinitiative. Materials created by 
people who worked for the Telecommunications industry, and the organisation in question, ACRBR, which 
is now a defunct organisation, regularly received direct sponsorship for many research projects from 
AMTA, a body that represents the Australian Telecommunication Industry. AMTA have billions of dollars 
at their disposal to lobby the government and the government pays your salaries.  Who is acting on behalf 
of the public to balance this significant and powerful corporate influence? Nobody that I am aware of. We 
the public are at the mercy of greedy companies and what appears to be a corporatized Government.  
Any reductions to the standards would be faced with significant costs to industry if reductions meant 
many RF emitting devices would need to be replaced to be compliant. Any changes to the standards 
would have to be justified to the government of the day. The costs and potential legal implications are 
potentially enormous and therefore likely to create a significant roadblock for change. Status quo seems 
to be order of the day until the mounting evidence can no longer be ignored and by then it will be too late 
for many.  There is also evidence, which I have presented previously in my critical review comments that I 
sent with my first letter in December 2012 that there has been falsification of research results. Scientific 
falsification is against everything that the scientific method stands for. It is unethical, immoral and 

http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2013/01/15/i-burst-into-tears-because-i-cant-sleep/
http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/11/18/i-have-been-suffering-from-severe-headaches-at-night/
http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/10/19/the-same-health-issues-experienced-by-others-is-happening-to-me/
http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/10/10/former-smart-meter-installer-suffers-from-electro-hypersensitivity-ehs/
http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/10/10/former-smart-meter-installer-suffers-from-electro-hypersensitivity-ehs/
http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/08/23/i-honestly-thought-the-concern-about-smart-meters-was-over-rated/
http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/06/29/i-am-now-getting-pulsating-headaches-at-night/
http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/06/04/i-wake-up-with-headaches-every-single-morning/
http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/03/27/headaches-severe-head-pressure-palpitations-insomnia/
http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2012/01/24/i-wake-up-with-headaches-every-morning/
http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2013/03/03/what-is-it-about-smart-meters-that-i-believe-is-making-me-very-sick-with-headaches-and-nausea/
http://stopsmartmeters.com.au/2013/03/03/what-is-it-about-smart-meters-that-i-believe-is-making-me-very-sick-with-headaches-and-nausea/
http://explorable.com/what-is-the-scientific-method
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dangerous. It is one of the worst acts that anyone in research can commit. Falsifying evidence is very 
rarely accidental. Fabricating data is literally making up data. Fabricating evidence is also literal; the 
researcher makes up evidence that does not exist. Money is a huge motivator as funding is based on 
results. If the researcher feels that funding may be cut if the results cannot be proven in the favour of the 
financier of the project (in many cases funding is via direct or indirect industry sponsorship) - this 
promotes dishonesty in reporting. The researcher may perceive that falsifying data may not impact the 
overall study, which seems to be the case with much of the research used to claim microwave emitting 
technologies are safe and also used to try to reassert obsolete safety standards. 

Consequently, I trust that ARPANSA would accede that the claims there is no evidence of harm are 
scientifically flawed and driven by unscientific motives - if there were to be a thorough investigation and 
disclosure of the full profiles and links with the industry (through funding or otherwise) of the scientific 
panel behind the advice that there is no evidence of harm, and comparing them with international panels 
of independent scientists pointing to the evidence of harm. The latter will cite well over 3,000 properly 
independent and peer-reviewed studies with no political motivation, and the former will be shown to lack 
transparency and partaking or using research to back their position on EMF safety that does not 
constitute what is recognised internationally as proper independent research! 

I am aware ACMA has responsibility to regulate the standards maintained by ARPANSA and have written 
to them of my concerns (letter included) but am yet to receive a response. Of course the biggest issue I 
have with ACMA is that they not only regulate the standards but also make billions of dollars from 
licensing and other fees for the industry to gain access to the various RF bands. This is a huge conflict of 
interest and is likely to put additional pressure on ARPANSA when considering potential changes to the 
standards especially if government revenue is going to be severely impacted in a negative manner. 

To conclude I would be very grateful if the questions that are included with this letter (provided as a 
separately attached document) are answered this time around.  I would also very much appreciate 
ARPANSA’s guidance of who I should now be seeing to investigate the health issues I am being faced with. 
As I mentioned previously, my local doctor has not been able to successfully diagnose the cause nor was a 
specialist in neurology. Emails to Victorian Health Department and Chief Health Officer are greeted with 
silence.  I am suffering daily from the effects and my employment in the IT industry is seriously under 
threat especially if I am not able to perform my duties effectively because of the ongoing and worsening 
health issues.  Finally, I would like to know who is to be officially held accountable for not only my health 
issues but those of thousands of other people like me? Who is liable financially and all-inclusively for the 
loss of health, wages, qualify of life, and career prospects of people affected by EMF-RF radiation? No one 
in the scientific community, government, government agencies, medical organisations, and other 
institutions could possibly ever know what is a safe level for each individual to throw around claims how 
smart meters are safe – which is precisely why I have been requesting the ACMA, the Victorian Minister of 
Energy and the DPI to exercise precaution when it comes to the deployment of wireless 
devices/transmitters in our environment as a requirement of good governance and duty of care. 

Yours Sincerely 

 
 
………………………. (B. Sc. Monash)  

PS Included with this letter are: 

1. A modified version of my original question sheet – removed duplicate questions and re-clarified 
others 

2. A document that provides a ruling from a recent Australian compensation case (Administrative 
Appeals Tribunal) that appears to recognise Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity (EHS). 

3. Letter to the CEO of Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) 
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